Class 1 - 6.25.19  Introduction to class materials, to themes, class texts and articles in class reader. Discussion of class requirements and community site list. Discussion of homeless local related info. Assign text and reader material for. Class 2 Read Lee, Chapter 1-2 and Rhodes, Chapters 1-5

Class 2 - 6.27.19 Brief check on potential site choices. Discuss text readings from Rhodes and Lee. After break View Homeless in Paradise DVD and discuss (if time allows). 1st 2 page paper on site choice and readings due. Class 3. Read Lee, Chapters 3-4 and Rhodes Chapters 6-7 for discussion in Class 3.

Class 3 - 7.2.19 1st 2 page, double spaced paper due. Full community site check in. After break discuss Lee and Rhodes Chapters. Discuss assigned reader articles if time. For class 4 read Lee Chapters 5-6 and Rhodes Chapters 8-9.

Class 4 - 7.9.19 1st paper returned. Discuss Lee and Rhodes text readings. After break view Fresno Homeless DVD and discuss if time allows. Read Lee Chapter 7 and Rhodes Chapter 10-11 for Class 5. 2nd 2 page paper due in Class 5 on texts.

Class 5 - 7.11.19 2nd paper turned in. Discuss Lee and Rhodes texts. After break have 2nd site check in and discuss chosen articles, if time allows. Read text of Lee, Chapter 8 and Rhodes Chapter 12,13 and 14 for Class 6.

Class 6 - 7.16.19 Discuss Lee and Rhodes readings. After break discuss Charles Edwards case of Homeless mental health system breakdown issues and local response. Read Lee Chapter 9 and Rhodes Chapters 15,16,17 for Class 7. Read Americorp materials.

Class 7 - 7.18.19 Discuss text readings and assigned readings. Discuss Americorp-National Service. After break look at Americorp DVD and discuss if time allows. Read Lee discussion of Mitch Snyder and Tillich info for Chapter 8 and Rhodes Chapter 18,19,20. for Class 8.

Class 8 - 7.23.19 Discuss text readings. After break watch DVD on Dorothy Day and discuss. Last assigned articles to read for Class 9. Discuss final paper questions.

Class 9 - 7.25.19 Discuss last assigned readings and quick review of class. After break view homeless DVD produced by former student and discuss.

Class 10 - 7.30.19 Last site check in. Turn in final paper and reader/binder.
Instructor: Franklin Williams  
fwilliam@ucsc.edu  
Office hours 1-2 Tuesdays  
Kresge Office phone 592-7236

Course Description / Purpose
Great colleges must strongly show that they are committed to community service-learning as much as conventional classroom based education. Service helps creates real citizens through real experiences. This course is broadly structured to enhance students' opportunities through service-learning to try and help creative personal and collective growth. It will focus strongly on local community service to confront local and national issues, especially related to poverty and the huge crisis of homelessness.

You should be prepared to make up any missed classes with field service hours but the course will not require you to make up for the missed class on July 4th. You will be provided with a blank 'service log' sheet to list all service and for your outside service it needs to be signed off 2 times during this course by a representative from your community service site. You are required to sign in to each class, which will verify your service with proof of your class attendance.

Method to achieve course goals
Coordinate and provide support services for students service site choices

Educate and encourage class discussions on the merits of selfless service and related materials from the reader.

Kresge 12A Course requirements for a top grade
Complete 5 hours community service each week / 25 hours - 55% of grade
Attend both 2.5 hours classes a week / 22.5 hours - 20% of grade  Total required service is 47.50 hrs.

Turn in required written material when requested. These mostly short papers need to be double spaced and turned in on paper. No emailed papers please. 25% of grade.

Source of Text readings:
Dispates from the War Zone- Mike Rhodes  This book is available at Bay Tree Bookstore or Amazon

The Quality of Mercy- Dr. Paul Lee  This book can be viewed by going to PDF at ecotopia.org.

There will 3 all-class community site check ins during this course, as well as small group and large group discussion on reader articles and both class texts. There will also be DVD's on related class themes that will be discussed and additional information offered by the instructor. Your opinions are encouraged on both service and readers/ text materials. You should feel free to discuss your feelings.